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Measurements of water vapor are important for understanding the hydrological
cycle, the thermodynamic structure of the lower troposphere, and broader
atmospheric circulation. Subsequently, many scientific communities have
emphasized a need for high-accuracy and spatial resolution profiles of water
vapor within and above the planetary boundary layer (PBL). Advancements in lidar
technologies at the NASA Langley Research Center are ongoing to enable the first
space-based water vapor differential absorption lidar (DIAL) that can provide
high-accuracy and vertical resolution retrievals of moisture in the PBL and
through the mid-troposphere. The performance of this space-based DIAL is
assessed here for sensitivity throughout the troposphere and globally with
representative canonical cases of water vapor and aerosol loading. The
specific humidity retrieval sensitivity to systematic and random errors is
assessed, and measurement resolutions and capabilities are provided. We
show that tunable operation along the side of the 823-nm absorption line
allows for the optimization of the lower-tropospheric water vapor retrievals
across different meteorological regimes and latitudes and provides the
operational flexibility needed to dynamically optimize random errors for
different scientific applications. The analysis presented here suggests that
baseline and threshold systematic error requirements of <1.5% and <2.5%,
respectively, are achievable. Random error is shown to dominate the retrieval,
with errors on the order of 5% within the PBL being achievable with 300-m
vertical 50-km horizontal resolutions over open ocean and on the order of 10%–
15% over high-albedo surfaces. The flexibility of the DIAL method to trade
retrieval precision for spatial resolution is shown, highlighting its strengths
over passive techniques to tailor retrievals to different scientific applications.
Combined, the total error budget demonstrated here indicates a high impact for
space-based DIAL, with technologies being advanced for space missions within
the next 5–10 years.
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1 Introduction

Water vapor is the most dominant of the short-lived greenhouse gases and plays a key
role in many atmospheric processes critical to driving Earth’s weather and climate systems
(Sherwood et al., 2019). Global and time-resolved measurements of water vapor are
important for understanding the hydrological cycle, the thermodynamic structure of the
lower troposphere, and broader atmospheric circulation. The 2017 Decadal Survey (DS) for
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Earth Science and Applications from Space (ESAS) showed a cross-
disciplinary need for accurate and high-resolution measurements of
water vapor profiles throughout the free troposphere (FT) and the
planetary boundary layer (PBL) (National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine, 2018). This need was further
emphasized by the recent report from the PBL DS Incubation
(DSI) study team (Teixeira et al., 2021), which identified key
gaps in the Program of Record’s (POR) ability to measure water
vapor in the PBL while also summarizing the measurement
requirements for an improved understanding of the processes
within the PBL across scales. Accurate and high-vertical
resolution water vapor profiles and accurate and high-spatial
resolution observations of the planetary boundary layer height
(PBLH) were some of the top recommendations from both the
ESAS DS and DSI study team reports.

Routine measurements of tropospheric water vapor have
been made for several decades, and the POR has provided
robust observations on a global scale (Teixeira et al., 2021).
The PBL DSI report provides an aggregated assessment of the
POR capabilities (Table 7-1; Teixeira et al., 2021). The
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) (Chahine et al., 2006),
Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) (Bloom, 2001), and Infrared
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) (Clerbaux et al.,
2009) have provided specific and relative humidity retrievals on
the order of 2–3 km vertical and 12–25 km horizontal resolution
at 10% accuracy within the PBL (3–7 km in the mid-to-upper
troposphere), but they require clear sky and a priori information
about temperature and humidity vertical distributions (Maddy
and Barnet, 2008; Kahn et al., 2023). The Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit (AMSU) (Aumann et al., 2003) and the Advanced
Technology Microwave Sounder (ATMS) (Kim et al., 2014), the
IR sounding counterparts, have provided global coverage of
specific humidity under clear and cloudy conditions; however,
lower degrees of freedom led to even lower vertical and
horizontal resolution than those of the infrared sounders.
GNSS-RO, an active signal of opportunity counterpart to
passive sounders, offers high-resolution profiles of water vapor
and temperature (Ao et al., 2012); however, an under-constrained
retrieval with coupled moisture and temperature refraction can
result in large errors (Nehrir et al., 2017), although emerging
microwave sounder/GNSS-RO retrievals show potential to
overcome these challenges (Wang et al., 2024). To advance
our understanding of the lower-tropospheric process across
scales for weather and climate applications, specific humidity
profiles with 0.2–1 km vertical and 1–50 km horizontal along
track resolutions will be required (Nehrir et al., 2017; Teixeira
et al., 2021). Future observing systems that build upon the POR to
combine heritage techniques and new active techniques have
been identified as potential avenues to meet these requirements
(Nehrir et al., 2017; National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine, 2018; Teixeira et al., 2021).

Several mature active profiling techniques have been employed for
water vapor profiling. Raman lidar exploits the inelastic scattering from
water vapor and nitrogen molecules to provide measurements of water
vapor and temperature (in addition to aerosol extinction)
simultaneously and has ground and airborne heritage (Whiteman
et al., 1992; Whiteman et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2014); however, these
systems require high-power ultraviolet lasers to overcome the low

Raman scattering cross-section and calibration via auxiliary
measurements, such as radiosondes. Feasibility studies of Raman
lidar for space have been conducted (Di Girolamo et al., 2006;
Di Girolamo et al., 2018; Whiteman et al., 2022); however, low
subsystem technical readiness and large-power aperture products
pose a significant challenge for implementation.

The differential absorption lidar (DIAL) technique, in contrast,
directly measures vertical profiles of water vapor with high accuracy
without the need for prior information (Schotland R.M., 1965). The
DIAL technique relies on elastic scattering to measure the
differential attenuation of backscattered signals between
absorbing and non-absorbing transmitted wavelengths of laser
light. The close spectral and temporal sampling between the
online and offline wavelengths yields a direct measure of the
vertical profile of water vapor number density with little
sensitivity to sources of atmospheric systematic error (e.g.,
uncertainty in the atmospheric state). Decades of aircraft and
surface-based operation (Browell et al., 1979; Ehret et al., 1993;
Browell et al., 1998; Wulfmeyer and Bösenberg, 1998; Nehrir et al.,
2009; Wirth et al., 2009; Nehrir et al., 2011; Späth et al., 2014; Spuler
et al., 2015; Späth et al., 2016; Fix et al., 2019; Bedka et al., 2021;
Spuler et al., 2021; Carroll et al., 2022; Millán et al., 2024) have
demonstrated a high degree of measurement readiness; however,
technological advances are still required to realize DIAL
measurement in space (Nehrir et al., 2017; Teixeira et al., 2021).

The feasibility of a space-based DIAL has been assessed from
a theoretical perspective (Browell et al., 1985; Ismail and Browell,
1989; Nagasawa et al., 1995; European Space Agency, 2001; Di
Girolamo et al., 2004; European Space Agency, 2004; Di
Girolamo et al., 2008). Ismail and Browell (1989) studied the
systematic and random error and retrieval performance for a
720-nm DIAL system with heritage from the airborne Lidar
Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE) (Browell et al.,
1998). The DLR WAter vapor Lidar Experiment in Space
(WALES) concept (Gerard et al., 2004) explored advanced
DIAL capabilities at 935 nm with multiple transmit
wavelengths to provide sensitivity from the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere (UT-LS) to the PBL. Studies of random
and systematic error (Di Girolamo et al., 2004), retrieval
capabilities (Di Girolamo et al., 2008), and comparisons to
passive retrievals (Wulfmeyer et al., 2005) supported the
WALES concept and provided a foundation for future space-
based DIAL that will require multi-wavelength retrievals for
global coverage across certain moisture regimes. It should be
noted that none of these previous concepts or studies considered
a tunable transmitter for variable PBL wavelength pairs, and, as
such, PBL measurements from these concepts and studies were
only optimized over certain latitudes instead of globally.

The NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) has been advancing
water vapor DIAL technologies to enable the first space-based DIAL
measurements of water vapor profiles and total precipitable water
vapor with cross-cutting capabilities to measure attenuated
backscatter profiles, distributions of the PBLH, surface-weighted
water vapor columns (XH2O), and methane columns (XCH4)
(Nehrir et al., 2021). The novel laser technology being developed
for water vapor sensing at 823 nm (Burns et al., 2021) allows for
simultaneous measurements of XCH4 with high accuracy and spatial
resolution. Prior studies have shown the feasibility of the 820-nm
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spectral region for ground-based DIAL (Machol et al., 2004);
however, this spectral region is relatively unexplored and lacks
assessment for space-based implementation. The development of
a space-based water vapor DIAL concept with multiple transmitted
wavelengths and the ability to tune spectrally across the absorption
line wing is being explored by the NASA LaRC tomeet the needs of a
future PBL observing system (Nehrir et al., 2021; Teixeira et al.,
2021). Multi-wavelength operation and spectral tunability are both
required for measurement sensitivity from the UT-LS to the PBL
and across latitudinal moisture gradients; however, this functionality
also imposes technical challenges (European Space Agency, 2001;
European Space Agency, 2004; Wirth et al., 2009; Wulfmeyer et al.,
2015; Carroll et al., 2022). Here, we study the feasibility of using the
823-nmwater vapor line for space-based DIAL while adhering to the
confines of emerging laser technology and spacecraft size, weight,
power, and mission cost constraints.

In this paper, we present a study of the systematic and random
errors associated with 823-nm water vapor DIAL and assess the
feasibility of retrieving range-resolved profiles of water vapor
throughout the FT and PBL. For an accurate and complete
description of this measurement capability, we use the
Atmospheric Boundary Layer Lidar Pathfinder (ABLE) of the
NASA LaRC (Nehrir et al., 2021) as a source of instrument
parameters, method of operation, and wavelength selection. A
detailed instrument description is beyond the scope of this paper
and the focus of a future publication. The following sections provide
a description of the DIAL methodology, characterization of the
sensitivity to the sources of systematic error in the transmitter
subsystem, and the sensitivity of humidity retrievals to varying
levels of random errors resulting from different averaging schemes.

2 DIAL methodology

For a given DIAL wavelength, the number of received signal and
noise photons can be described through the elastic lidar equation
as follows:

Nrx λ, r( ) �Ntx λ( ) βa λ, r( ) + βm λ, r( )[ ]
Δr

A
r2

η e
−2∫r

0
σ λ,r′( )nwv r′( )+αa λ,r′( )+αm λ,r′( )( )dr′ + NB λ( ),

where the number of transmitted photons per laser pulse is given by
Ntx, βa and βm are the Mie (aerosol) and Rayleigh (molecular air)
backscatter coefficients (m-1sr−1), respectively, Δr is the vertical
sampling resolution (m), A is the collection aperture area (m2), r
is the distance from the spacecraft to the scattering volume, and η is
the unitless total optical efficiency of the transmitter and receiver
(η � ηtxηrx). The exponential describes the two-way transmission
loss due to water vapor absorption and aerosols and molecular
extinction along themeasurement path, where nwv is the water vapor
concentration (molecules m-3), σ is the absorption cross-section
(m2), αa is the aerosol extinction coefficient (m-1), and αm is the
molecular extinction coefficient (m-1). The number of noise
photons, from the solar background and the detection
electronics, is given by NB. The geometric overlap term is
assumed to be unity and is not shown.

The water vapor number density in each DIAL averaging range
bin, ΔR, can be calculated as follows (Measures, 1984):

nwv r( ) � 1
2ΔR σon r( ) − σoff r( )( ) ln

Ns λon, r( )
Ns λon, r + ΔR( )

Ns λof f , r + ΔR( )
Ns λof f , r( )[ ] + C,

whereNs is the number of signal photons for each of the online and
offline wavelengths over the DIAL range bin ΔR. C is a constant that
captures higher-order correction terms and is covered in detail by
Bosenberg (1998). In Eq. 2, it is assumed that a mean background
has been removed from each backscatter profile, such that
Ns(λ, r) � Nrx(λ, r) − 〈NB(λ)〉.

For this study, the pressure, temperature, and water vapor
profiles used for the atmospheric state are derived from the Air
Force Research Lab standard models (Anderson et al., 1986). To
calculate the water vapor differential absorption cross-sections
(DCSs), the HITRAN2016 spectroscopic database is used
(Gordon et al., 2017), and a Voigt line shape is assumed. Future
analysis will utilize the HITRAN2020 database; however, initial
investigations have found little change at this spectral region.

Operation at the 823-nm water vapor absorption line is driven
by the advance of an Er:YAG laser that provides access to the near-
infrared (NIR) region via non-linear optical conversion with
relatively high electrical-to-optical efficiency. This laser oscillator
is more electrically efficient and employs a simpler architecture than
parametric optical conversion, which has commonly been used for
airborne DIAL (Wirth et al., 2009; Carroll et al., 2022). The Er:YAG
laser is injection-seeded using a low-power semiconductor laser
stabilized to a methane absorption line and emits pulsed light at
1,645 nm via optical pumping at 1,532 nm and active q-switching.
Frequency doubling in lithium triborate (LBO) provides access to
water vapor lines at 823 nm for moisture profiling, while the residual
fundamental light coincides with 1,645-nm methane absorption
lines for column measurements. Figure 1 shows the methane
(blue) and water vapor (black) absorption cross-sections at the
fundamental and doubled spectra, respectively, for several
altitudes. To provide uniform sensitivity from the mid-
troposphere (10 km) to the PBL, three DIAL wavelengths (two
wavelength pairs) are required. The successive transmission of
three wavelengths allows for a single water vapor DIAL retrieval
and single methane columnar measurement employing the
integrated path DIAL (IPDA) technique.

The fundamental and frequency-doubled wavelengths of
1,645.5518 and 822.7759 nm set the methane IPDA online and
water vapor DIAL offline wavelengths, respectively, while
1,645.8420 and 822.9210 nm set the methane IPDA offline and
water vapor DIAL online wavelengths, respectively. A tunable third
wavelength near 1,645.75–1,645.825 nm (822.875–822.9125 nm) is
utilized only for the water vapor DIAL retrieval to provide
latitudinal sensitivity to different PBL regimes. A 2-kHz laser
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) transmits 666 shots per
wavelength per second with wavelength switching on a shot-to-
shot basis with high spectral purity. The remainder of this paper
focuses on water vapor DIAL at 823 nm; however, an in-depth
analysis of methane IPDA at 1,645 nm can be found in some studies
(Ehret et al., 2008; Kiemle et al., 2014; Bousquet et al., 2018; Barton-
Grimley et al., 2022), and a detailed analysis of the projected
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performance of the methane retrieval employing this Er:YAG laser
will be the focus of a future publication.

To understand the sensitivity of the DIAL retrieval to different
parts of the troposphere, the DCS can be examined. Figure 2 shows
the DCS for each line pair over the sideline tuning range,
emphasized in Figure 1, calculated with the US standard
atmosphere (a–b) and example profiles of the DCS with the
bounding moist tropical and dry arctic atmospheres (c–d);
Figure 3 provides atmospheric state definitions. The
online–sideline DCS (Figure 2A) peaks in the upper FT and,
therefore, exhibits higher sensitivity to measurements in this
region, with a broadly uniform response to sideline wavelength
tuning. Figure 2B shows that the sideline–offline pairs peak in
sensitivity in the lower FT, extending into the PBL, and the
overall sensitivity is decreased as sideline tuning progresses to
shorter wavelengths. Combining the FT and PBL line pairs
provides vertical coverage from ~10 km down to the surface.
The methods of line-pair splicing have been explored for space
(Di Girolamo et al., 2008) and are routinely implemented from
aircrafts (Di Girolamo et al., 2008; Wirth et al., 2009; Carroll
et al., 2022). A combination of optical depth and retrieval
uncertainty is used to optimally combine wavelength pairs
into a single retrieval, where the intermediate regions are filled
in using a weighted mean. These methods are operational in the
HALO technology testbed instrument, documented by Carroll
et al. (2022), and have been evaluated as a robust method for
space-based operations.

3 Error evaluation

Sources of error within the DIAL measurement can be systematic,
from instrumental and atmospheric states, random, or from

background photons and shot noise. The primary sources of
systematic errors result from uncertainty in the laser line locking,
broadening of the laser line, and spectral impurity (Ismail and
Browell, 1989), all relating to uncertainty in the knowledge of the
absorption cross-section. Uncertainty in the knowledge of the
atmospheric state, i.e., temperature and pressure, can also result in
systematic errors, where the magnitude of the error is line dependent.
Random errors can originate from shot noise on the backscattered and
solar background signals and detector dark counts (Wulfmeyer and
Craig, 2001), both serving to decrease retrieval precision. An error in the
water vapor number density can be directly evaluated by calculating the
absolute error in the DCS for uncertainty in a specific parameter. The
same parameter uncertainty can be combined with the atmospheric
state to calculate the specific humidity retrieval error. This analysis uses
the standard atmosphere at its two extremes, high-humidity tropical
(TRO) and low-humidity sub-Arctic winter (SAW) (Figure 3), to
quantify errors with respect to retrievals of specific humidity.

3.1 Systematic error

The sideline domain considered for analysis here is shown in
Figure 1 by the gray region, spanning 822.875–822.920 nm. The
upper limit of this range is bracketed by the online wavelength at
822.9210 nm for completeness; however, in practice, the range will
likely be limited to 822.9125 nm. The lower limit is bracketed by the
wavelength that yields the equivalent cross-section to the offline
wavelength at surface level, i.e., where the sideline–offline
differential optical depth is zero. The largest contributors to the
systematic error budget are considered in this section and comprise
the laser spectral width uncertainty, laser center frequency
uncertainty, spectral purity, Rayleigh–Doppler (RD) broadening,
and atmospheric state.

3.1.1 Laser spectral width uncertainty
The Fourier-transform-limited laser linewidth of the Er:YAG

laser being considered here is 3 MHz (assuming a 100-ns full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) temporal pulse duration with
Gaussian distribution). Prior studies showed that a linewidth
uncertainty of <400 MHz is required to minimize the error in
water vapor number density estimates (Bösenberg J., 1998);
however, these uncertainty bounds are typically line
dependent and assume operation at the line center. Pressure
broadening of the absorption line influences the magnitude of the
error and can also vary for operations on the side of the selected
absorption line. This is also relevant at the offline wavelength
(Figure 1) due to the non-negligible absorption for the
selected line.

The effective absorption cross-section is a convolution of the
laser line shape represented in frequency space by Gl(]), and the
Voigt absorption line shape and can be represented as follows:

σef f ν( ) � 1
g
∫∞

0
Gl ν′( )σ ν′( )dν′,

where the constant g � ∫∞
0
Gl(]′)d]′ serves as a normalization

constant. The effective DCS for both line pairs can then be
defined as Δσsideeff � σsideeff − σoffeff and Δσoneff � σoneff − σsideeff.
Increasing the FWHM of G(]) can account for excess

FIGURE 1
Methane (blue) and water vapor (black) spectra for the Er:YAG
fundamental and frequency-doubled, wavelength regions calculated
using HITRAN2016 line parameters and a Voigt line shape. The
methane IPDA wavelengths set the water vapor DIAL
wavelengths (CH4 online, 1645.5518 nm, and offline, 1645.8420 nm;
H2O online, 822.921 nm, and offline, 822.7759 nm). The sideline
wavelength tuning range is shaded in gray.
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uncertainty in the average linewidth knowledge, and comparison to
σ idealeff (Gideal(]), ]) informs the absorption error.

Figure 4 shows the error in specific humidity for linewidth
uncertainty at surface level (Figures 4A, D), 5 km (Figures 4B, E),
and 10 km (Figures 4C, F) for all sideline wavelengths. For small
deviations, small errors are observed for all sideline wavelengths,
indicating that the even moderate detuning from transform-limited
operation, <100 MHz, will be negligible (<0.01%). Errors are highest
in the upper FT due to the absence of pressure broadening, where a
1% error can occur from a 250-MHz linewidth uncertainty on the
laser linewidth. Within the PBL, low errors of <0.1% are observed
across all wavelengths. A low-error inflection point, caused by the
presence of a weak line near 822.88–822.89 nm (Figure 1), can be
observed at the surface level and manifests more drastically at
higher altitudes.

3.1.2 Laser center frequency stability
Precise knowledge about the transmitted wavelength of the

pulsed laser is necessary to reduce systematic errors resulting
from uncertainty in the knowledge of the DCS. Stabilization of
the seed laser wavelength to the 1,645-nmmethane line results in an
absolute frequency knowledge of <1 MHz (Nehrir et al., 2018).
Based on laboratory results, frequency pulling of the Er:YAG
oscillator with respect to the injection seeding source can result
in an additional uncertainty in the transmitted center frequency of
up to 20 MHz; however, typical root-mean-square (RMS)
uncertainty is within 1–5 MHz on a shot-to-shot basis.

To understand the impact of the uncertainty in the transmitted
wavelength uncertainty on the water vapor retrieval, Eq. 3 can be
utilized with a frequency offset introduced, Gl(]) → Gl(] ±Δ]), and
the error in the DCS can be propagated to specific humidity, as
shown in the preceding section. Figure 5 shows the impact of
uncertainty in the laser wavelength on the specific humidity at
surface level (Figures 5A, D), 5 km (Figure 5B, E), and 10 km
(Figures 5C, F). The highest error is observed just off of the line
center and peaks at higher altitudes. This significantly diminishes as
the sideline wavelength is tuned further down the line. For RMS
uncertainties of ± 5 MHz for the transmitted frequency, errors in
specific humidity are maintained below 0.5% near the surface
and <3% for the upper troposphere. These results are consistent
with those of prior studies at the 720-nm line center
(Ismail and Browell, 1989), with decreased impact as the
wavelength is tuned down the line.

3.1.3 Spectral purity
Spectral purity is defined as the ratio of the laser energy transmitted

within a narrow spectral band (typically <1 GHz) to that of the total
transmitted energy. Spectral impurity can result from broadband
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) or higher-order laser modes
(i.e., degraded injection seeding for the system discussed here) and is
generally treated as an unabsorbed component of the transmitted online
laser energy, thereby decreasing the effective cross-section at the
absorbing wavelength. The unabsorbed spectrally impure component
of the transmitted energy is dependent on the spectral purity, α, and the

FIGURE 2
Variable altitude sensitivity as indicated by sideline-dependent differential absorption cross-sections. (A)Online–sideline. (B) Sideline–offline (a-b in
United States standard atmosphere). (C,D) DCS profiles with Arctic and tropical atmospheres corresponding to the vertical lines in (A,B).
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water vapor optical depth, τwv, with a general relationship given as
τmeasured � ln([(1 − α) + αe−2τwv ]−1/2) (Ismail and Browell, 1989).
Figure 6 shows that for one-way water vapor optical depths of 1–2,
the error in specific humidity can approach 30% for spectral purities
approaching 97.5%. For the laser system considered in this study, a
spectral purity of 99.9% is expected (Burns et al., 2021), and for one-way
optical depths between 0.8–1.5, the induced errors remain below the
0.5% level, which are shown by the magenta lines in Figure 6.

When operating on the side of the absorption line, multi-modal
operation sets a scenario where blueward modes see smaller cross-
section values and redward modes see larger cross-section values
(relative to the main mode), creating a non-linear effective
cross-section response. To assess the retrieval sensitivity to this
effect, we simulate a worst-case scenario of degraded injection
seeding, where we introduce first- and second-order longitudinal
modes that contain 1% and 0.1% of the total transmitted energy,
respectively. The simulated longitudinal modes for the Er:YAG laser
are separated from the fundamental by the laser free spectral range
(FSR), which is ~400 MHz (800 MHz) at 1,645 nm (823 nm), with
each exhibiting a transform-limited linewidth of ~3 MHz. Due to the
end-pumped design, additional higher-order axial modes are
negligible and not considered here (Burns et al., 2021).

The transmitted multi-mode spectra can be convolved with the
absorption spectra across the sideline and offline spectral ranges at
different altitudes to evaluate the error in specific humidity
(Figure 7. Errors of ~8% at higher altitudes near the line peak

are observed due to line narrowing and the relative slope difference
observed by each of the additional modes, but they decrease to <2%
as the sideline wavelength is tuned to lower wavelengths. The impact
near the surface in the PBL is minimal by comparison, with
errors <0.5–1.5% over the entire tuning range. This indicates that
spectral purity as an error source is greatly reduced when operating
on the sideline and within the pressure-broadened PBL regions.

3.1.4 Rayleigh–Doppler broadening
RD broadening of the backscattered laser light is a

manifestation of the thermal motion of air molecules and can
be calculated for an assumed Gaussian shape at the absorption line
peak (Measures, 1984). For example, when considering the online
wavelength, 822.921 nm, an RD FWHM of 3.22 pm, 1.42 GHz, is
estimated when considering a temperature of 217 K at 10 km
(SAW), which is ~500x the laser transform-limited linewidth of
the laser. The RD effect can introduce errors when the assumed
backscattered spectra are assumed to be of a single frequency, yet
the actual spectra are Doppler-broadened, thereby reducing the
effective absorption cross-section (Ansmann, 1985; Ansmann and
Bosenberg, 1987). The RD effect is absent in clouds and aerosols
due to a lower velocity distribution, but errors can manifest at
transition regions from molecular to aerosol/cloud scattering, such
as at the transition to a clean air-topped PBL that is laden with
aerosol, and yield a >20% retrieval error when not corrected for
(Späth et al., 2020). Corrections for the RD effect have been

FIGURE 3
Atmospheric state profiles for sub-Arctic winter (SAW) and tropical (TRO) scenes. (A) Specific humidity, (B) temperature, (C) pressure, and (D)
backscatter coefficients used in Section 3.2.
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demonstrated (Ansmann and Bosenberg, 1987; Ismail and Browell,
1989) when operating at the line peak and result in a residual error
from the RD effect of <2% (smaller backscatter gradients yield
lower residual error) and are routine in airborne multi-wavelength
DIAL operations at 935 nm (Carroll et al., 2022).

A recent study examined sideline tuning and the RD effect at the
818-nm absorption line and found that the effect decreased with
operation on the side of the absorption line when compared to the
line peak (Späth et al., 2020). This is due to counteracting absorption
effects that offset each other due to the non-linear line slope.
Additionally, the authors found that specific sideline wavelengths
yielded negligible error; however, this was altitude dependent and
specific to the atmospheric state and aerosol loading. Notably, Spath
et al. (2020) showed that the RD effect corrections posed by
Ansmann and Bosenberg (1987) were translatable to sideline
operation, which have also been demonstrated at 935 nm by
Carroll et al. (2022). Collectively, these studies indicate
agnosticism to the specific line being examined and that the
primary impact of the RD effect at 823 nm will be at the online
wavelength, i.e., mid-to-upper troposphere retrievals. Given this
work, it is expected that the RD effect at 823 nm can be corrected to a
1%–2% residual error.

3.1.5 Atmospheric state
The sensitivity of the DIAL retrieval to uncertainty in

temperature and pressure is highly dependent on the absorption

line and the derived observable (i.e., number density vs. specific
humidity). Examples of temperature sensitivity in the 720- and 828-
nm regions have been performed (Browell et al., 1991; Nehrir et al.,
2009). Ground-state energies of E’’ = 70–300 cm-1 (number density)
and E’’ = 220–500 cm-1 (mixing ratio) will be insensitive to
temperature fluctuations within the lower-mid-troposphere, with
E’’ = 350–550 cm-1 being suitable for PBL measurements (Browell
et al., 1991). From, the absorption line considered for this study is
fixed by the narrow gain/emission spectra of the Er:YAG laser and
exhibits a ground-state energy at 822.9218 nm (line center) of E’’ =
134.9016 cm-1 (HITRAN2016), which is a lower value than that
indicated above for the expected specific humidity retrieval
within the PBL.

Retrieval sensitivity to uncertainty in the knowledge of
pressure is relaxed due to pressure broadening throughout
the mid-lower troposphere; however, a monthly bias
of <1 hPa in surface-pressure reanalysis products is known
to exist (Gelaro et al., 2017). Additionally, errors from
unaccounted pressure shifts in the location of the absorption
line center can arise from uncertainty in absolute pressure
(Grossmann and Browell, 1989; Nehrir et al., 2011). These
two effects can be mostly minimized by utilizing accurate
reanalysis products with low atmospheric state uncertainty
along with accurate spectroscopic parameters of the
temperature and pressure dependence of the absorption line
(Bösenberg, 1985).

FIGURE 4
Specific humidity error due to laser spectral width uncertainty for sideline–offline retrievals (822.875–822.921 nm is shown to include the online);
(A–C) sub-arctic winter; (D–F) tropical. Surface/PBL (A,D), lower FT (B,E), upper FT (C,F).
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Figures 8A–D show the error in the specific humidity retrieval
with ± 3 K of temperature uncertainty for the TRO/SAW atmospheres at
the surface level. The line discussed here shows minor temperature
dependency, with up to 2.5% error in the retrieved humidity at the
upper bounds of the temperature offset. Realistic reanalysis product

uncertainty of ± 1.5 K provides <1% error (Gelaro et al., 2017). This
indicates that although the ground-state energy is not at a temperature-
neutral point for measurements from 10 km to the surface, the overall
temperature sensitivity is still acceptable formuch of thewavelength range
considered here. Similarly, Figures 8E–H show the error in specific
humidity for ± 2 hPa of pressure uncertainty for the TRO/SAW
atmospheres, and the resulting humidity error is observed to be <0.5%
across the entire wavelength range.

3.1.6 Other error sources
Given the tight DIAL spectral requirements (Table 2), spacecraft

motion along the orbit track can introduce Doppler shifts, which
translate to uncertainty in the absolute wavelength and resultant
effective absorption cross-section (see Section 3.1.2). This error is
proportional to the transmit frequency, spacecraft velocity, pointing
uncertainty, and direction of the off-nadir pointing. Satellite platforms
exhibit pointing uncertainties on order of <120 urad (1-sigma) along
the track (Yost, 2021), which translates to a ~ +/−2-MHz absolute
frequency uncertainty (a residual error of <1% in specific humidity).

3.1.7 Total systematic error
Estimates for the allowable systematic error are provided by

Nehrir et al. (2017), where a threshold (baseline) requirement
of <5% (<2%) was identified for accurate lower tropospheric
observing. The resulting instrument requirements can be drawn
from the WALES technical literature (European Space Agency,

FIGURE 5
Specific humidity error due to uncertainty in the laser center frequency for sideline–offline retrievals; (A–C) sub-Arctic winter; (D–F) tropical.
Surface/PBL (A,D), lower FT (B,E), and upper FT (C,F).

FIGURE 6
Error in specific humidity from spectral purity for a generalized
optical depth. A retrieval error of <0.5% with a spectral purity of 99.9%
is achieved for an optical depth of 1.
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2001; Gérard et al., 2004), where <60-MHz laser frequency
stability, <160-MHz linewidth (FWHM), and >99.9% spectral
purity were given to allow for accurate observations from the
stratosphere to the surface when operating at 935 nm. These
requirements are more stringent than those identified here as an
emphasis on lower tropospheric and PBL sensing allows relaxed
spectroscopic and transmitter requirements at 823 nm. As
discussed in Section 3.1.2, a baseline ± 5-MHz frequency
stability is expected such that the error contribution from
uncertainty in the transmitted frequency will be minimized.
The errors arising from inaccurate measurements of the water
vapor absorption cross-section are estimated at 2% (European
Space Agency, 2001); however, this could be reduced with
laboratory experiments to derive higher-accuracy 823-nm line

parameters. The overall receiver error from sources such as
transmitter/receiver misalignments (resulting from pointing
jitter between “on” and “off” wavelengths) and detection non-
linearity are expected to be 1%–2%.

The baseline and threshold systematic error estimates for the
surface atmosphere (i.e., PBL) from Section 3.2 are given in
Table 1 and Figure 9, from which the aggregate systematic error
for the sideline operation region, 822.875–822.920 nm (see
Figure 1), was determined. It was elected to emphasize the
mid-latitude operating wavelength (822.9063 nm) in Table 1
as it provides an average error estimate between the polar
(higher error) and tropical (lower error) operating
wavelengths. The baseline systematic error is met at 1.129%
in the PBL, which increases to 2% in the upper troposphere. The

FIGURE 7
Specific humidity retrieval impact due to worst-case multimode laser operation (additional modes of 1% and 0.1% included with a 400-MHz FSR at
1,645 nm and 3-MHz linewidth at the fundamental wavelength). (A)Dry Arctic; (B)moist tropics. The maximum error occurs at high altitude and near the
line peak. A <0.5–1% error is observed for all wavelengths within the PBL.

FIGURE 8
(A–D) Specific humidity error due to temperature uncertainty. An error of <1% is observed for Δ T < 2 K (reanalysis uncertainty). (E–H) Error due to
pressure uncertainty, where <0.1% is seen for Δ p < 1 hPa (reanalysis uncertainty). Only the surface level and 5-km altitudes are shown, where the errors
are comparable in magnitude between the altitudes and with a slight variation between TRO and SAW.
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threshold systematic error is met at 1.591% in the PBL but
increases to 5% in the upper troposphere. Here, we see that the
surface-level pressure broadening relaxes the systematic error
and allows a higher tolerance to non-ideal system characteristics
than the sideline wavelength within the upper troposphere
(where it is used in the online–sideline pair).

Table 1 and Figure 9 show that the cause and spectral location of
the systematic errors vary between the baseline and threshold instrument
parameters. The baseline error sees minor changes from the polar to
tropical operating wavelengths, <0.1%, indicating a flat error response to
sideline tuning (Figure 9A). A larger change is observed for the threshold
error from polar to tropical operating wavelengths, 0.5%, with a non-
linear response to sideline tuning (Figure 9B). Evaluating the individual
contributors for the baseline case, Figure 9A shows that near the line
peak, the error due to spectral purity is dominant, while at the lowest end
of the tuning range, spectral purity exhibits a second peak along with
temperature uncertainty. In the threshold case, Figure 9B shows that the
primary driver is uncertainty in the transmitted frequency, with spectral
purity and temperature uncertainty playing minor roles.
Figure 5 indicates that a 100-MHz transmitted frequency
uncertainty results in a 10%–12% error in the mid-
troposphere, which reduces to 3%–4% within the PBL due to
pressure broadening, and the total RMS threshold requirement
of 5% can still be met. In both the baseline and threshold
scenarios, the components from Doppler broadening
correction residuals, absorption cross-section accuracy, and
miscellaneous contributions also play a significant role in
meeting baseline requirements as they make up a larger
portion of the total RMS and should be considered from a
total system design perspective.

3.2 Random error

The relative random error present in the DIAL retrieval is driven
by the water vapor optical depth and SNR at each wavelength.
Assuming Poissonian statistics, the random error in the number

density estimate can be given as follows (Measures, 1984; Spuler
et al., 2015):

δnwv

nwv
r( ) � 1

2 σon r( ) − σof f r( )( )ΔRnwv r( )
1
mk

( )0.5

Ns λon, r( ) + NB λon( )
Ns λon, r( )2 + Ns λof f , r( ) + NB λof f( )

Ns λof f , r( )2⎡⎣

+Ns λon, r + ΔR( ) + NB λon( )
Ns λon, r + ΔR( )2 + Ns λof f , r + ΔR( ) + NB λof f( )

Ns λof f , r + ΔR( )2 ⎤⎦0.5,

where the number of range bins averaged is m, the number of
horizontal shots averaged is k, and ΔR is the DIAL retrieval
resolution.

Solar background noise is a primary factor for daytime
performance and is driven by the receiver spectral bandpass and
field of view, surface albedo, solar zenith angle, and water vapor
optical depth. The solar background photon arrival rate at the
detector face is given by the following equation:

Nb λ( ) � ηrx
J λ( )
hν

βgnd λ( ) cos θsza( )ΩA,

where h is Boltzmann’s constant, ] is the frequency of light, βgnd is
the reflectivity of the surface, θsza is the solar zenith angle, Ω is the
solid angle of the field of view of the receiver, A is the receiver
aperture area, and ηrx is the receiver optical efficiency. A simple
treatment of the detection efficiency is used here as ηrx′ ~ PDE × ηrx,
where the detector photon detection efficiency (PDE; a product of
the quantum efficiency and discrimination level) is applied. In this
analysis, the detector dead time is not considered.

Determination of the total irradiance requires integration over
the spectral bandpass of the receiver. For optimal spectral filtering,
the receiver considered here utilizes high-finesse etalons and
spatially separated and dedicated detection channels for each
DIAL wavelength. A single narrow-band interference filter (NBF)
is placed upstream of the high-spectral resolution receiver to block
broadband solar radiation and the transmission of higher-order

TABLE 1 Baseline and threshold system requirements and the resulting specific humidity retrieval error from individual contributors. The mid-latitude
wavelength error values from Figure 9, 822.9063 nm, are considered as a pseudo-average between polar (higher) and tropical (lower) values.

Parameter Baseline
value

Surface-level baseline
specific humidity error

Threshold
error

Surface-level threshold
specific humidity error

Laser linewidth uncertainty <100 MHz 0.0085% 250 MHz 0.0535%

Center frequency stability +/−5 MHz 0.1282% +/−100 MHz 2.609%

Spectral purity >99.9%
(OD < 1.5)

<0.5% 99.5% (OD < 1.5) 0.718%

Doppler broadening <1% 1% 1% 2%

Temperature uncertainty 2 K 0.9691% 2 K 0.969%

Pressure uncertainty 0.5 hPa 0.036% 0.5 hPa 0.036%

Cross-section accuracy - 2% - 2%

Other contributions (alignment, linearity,
and background estimation)

- 2% - 2%

Total (RMS) - 1.129% - 1.591%
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etalon modes. The total irradiance centered at each DIAL
wavelength can be represented as follows:

J λ( ) � ∫ Ι λ′( )FSB λ′( )e−τwv λ′( ) 1

cos θp( )+ 1

cos(θsza)[ ]
dλ′,

where Ι(λ) is the top of the atmosphere spectral irradiance (W/m2/nm),
FSB(λ) is the receiver spectral bandpass, τwv(λ) is the water vapor
optical depth, and θp is the off-nadir pointing angle of the instrument.
Eq. 6 defines the combined spectral shape of FSB(λ) and τwv(λ) to
capture the variable noise rates between DIAL wavelengths.

The instrument parameters used are given in Table 2, derived from
the study by Nehrir et al. (2021), and Figure 3D shows the backscatter
coefficients for a global mean aerosol profile (Tackett et al., 2018) and
molecular offline profile (a lidar ratio of 40 is assumed to compute the
extinction profile). θsza � 90° for nighttime and θsza � 30° for daytime,
and it is assumed that the instrument pointing is the nadir. The surface
reflectivity is assumed to be Lambertian, such that βgnd(λ) � A(λ)

π ,
whereA(λ) is the surface albedo. An average top of atmosphere spectral
irradiance at 823 nm is estimated from SORCE TIM measurements
(Kopp et al., 2005), which is ~1.0628W/m2/nm at the offline. FSB is

modeled as a single NBF and identical solid etalons at each DIAL
wavelength (specifications given in Table 2), such that
FSB(λ) � FNBF(λ)pFE(λ). The transmission curve of the NBF is
approximated by a Lorentzian (Macleod, 2017), and the etalon
transmissions are modeled with standard methods, assuming normal
incidence with an angular spread of <5 mrad (Hernandez G. 1988;
McKay J.A. 1998; 1999; Macleod, 2017; Stephen, M. et al., 2017).

An example of the expected instrument performance for the
parameters in given Table 2 with low, medium, and high surface
albedos (A = 0.02, 0.2, and 0.5) in the SAW and TRO atmospheres
is shown in Figure 10. Retrieval errors are shown for the online-to-
sideline and sideline-to-offline pairs (the optimum sideline wavelength
is used for each scene, i.e., SAW, 822.9170 nm, and TRO, 822.9052 nm),
considering ΔR = 1 km vertical and ΔH = 50 km along track
(online–sideline) and ΔR = 300 m vertical and ΔH = 50 km along
track (sideline–offline) resolutions. In SAW, the online–sideline pair
provides <20% error up to ~7 km, and the sideline–offline pair
provides <20% error for all surface albedos up to ~4 km. In TRO,
the performance of the sideline is enhanced with greater differential
absorption optical depth (DAOD), yielding a <10% error, with
sensitivity to above 10 km from the online–sideline pair and PBL
errors of <20% up to 3 km over the brightest surfaces.

Figure 11 examines the expected performance specifically for
PBL retrievals under day and night conditions for the SAW and
TRO atmospheres over a high-albedo surface (A = 0.5). The specific
humidity retrieval error is calculated for all sideline wavelengths
considering ΔR = 300 m vertical and ΔH = 50 km along track
resolutions. Under night conditions (Figures 11A, C), the
retrieval random error reaches <5% when the optimal wavelength
is considered. The night backscatter profiles are shot noise-limited as
the detector dark count rate is much lower than the integrated signal
rate (Ndark << Nsignal) and indicates that high-resolution night
retrievals could be achieved for a fixed random error. Under day
conditions (Figures 11B, D), the retrieval is solar background-
limited, and an increase in retrieval error is observed, ~20%
(SAW) and ~12% (TRO), for the optimal wavelength. As shown
in Figure 11, tropical retrievals are advantaged by the increased
sideline–offline absorption contrast and a reduction in solar
background noise at the sideline/online wavelengths due to water
vapor absorption. Combined together, these serve to decrease
retrieval errors. Figure 11 indicates that Arctic retrievals will
likely be limited to operation near the absorption peak, and a
higher random error can be expected due to reduced absorption
contrast and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Individual profiles of random errors in the retrieval are shown in
Figure 11 for the sideline wavelengths, where daytime retrieval error is
minimized at the surface. Additionally, the online–sideline retrieval
error for these wavelength selections can be evaluated for mid-FT
retrieval errors at coarser vertical resolutions (ΔR � 1 km). Figure 12A
shows sideline–offline SAW retrieval error, where the lower-FT
moisture retrieval is <20% to 5 km at night and <20% to 2 km
during the day, indicating a low retrieval error for an expected
shallow Arctic boundary layer into the FT. The mid-FT retrievals of
online–sideline show reduced error and extend the total profile up to
8–10 km. Figure 12B shows that the TRO retrieval error is reduced for
both line pairs, such that the daytime lower-FT retrievals reach 10%
near the surface and <20% up to 4–5 km. Figure 12B shows that the
TRO mid-FT retrievals benefit from high water vapor optical depths,

FIGURE 9
Systematic errors for PBL/surface retrievals for all contributors as
a function of wavelength. (A) Components and total error for TRO/
SAW considering the baseline instrument parameters in Table 1. (B)
Components and total error for TRO/SAW considering the
threshold instrument parameters in Table 1. The vertical lines show the
average wavelengths of operation for polar, mid-latitude, and tropical
atmospheres assuming a one-way optical depth of 1.
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resulting in an approximately <10% error from the surface to 10 km.
For a combined PBL and mid-FT retrieval, a daytime error of <10% up
to 10 km can be expected in the tropics, and <20% up to 6–7 km in the
Arctic can be expected when considering a high surface reflectance (ice/
snow or cloud top).

Over open ocean, the surface albedo in the 823-nm band can be
estimated at A = 0.04–0.08 (Varotsos et al., 2014), which yields a
Lambertian surface reflectivity of ~0.02 sr−1 (a complete treatment of
ocean surface reflectivity is provided by Kiemle et al. (2014)).
Figure 13 shows the day and night expected performance over
open ocean for the same retrieval resolutions as shown in
Figure 11. The reduced surface albedo significantly decreases the
daytime retrieval error to <5% at the surface for the optimized
sideline wavelength (Figure 13B). The profiles of random error for
the daytime retrieval are shown in Figure 13C, where the PBL
retrieval is <5% up to 2 km, <10% up to 3 km, and <20% up to 4 km.
Combined together, the PBL and mid-FT line pairs yield a daytime
error of <10% throughout the entire PBL region up to 5 km for
ocean scenes.

The performance shown in Figure 13 indicates that there is an
opportunity to leverage the inherent flexibility within the DIAL
method to further optimize retrieval resolutions. Specifically,
DIAL enables a trade between resolution and uncertainty,
such that an increased spatial resolution can be afforded at the

TABLE 2 Instrument parameters.

Parameter Value

Laser wavelengths 822.7759–822.921 nm

Number of transmitted wavelengths 3

Laser power 1,645/823 nm 3.5/3.5 W

Laser pulse repetition frequency 2000 Hz

Laser pulse duration 100 ns

Telescope diameter 0.8 m

Field of view 50 μrad

Detector photon detection efficiency 0.65

Detector dark count rate (end of life) 30 kHz

Transmitter optics efficiency 100%

Receiver optics efficiency (filter excluded) 80%

Etalon peak transmission 90%

Etalon bandwidth/FSR 10 pm/300 pm

NBF peak transmission 90%

NBF bandwidth 350 pm

FIGURE 10
Specific humidity retrieval error from the surface to 12 km with the online to sideline (ΔR � 1 km and ΔH � 50 km) and the sideline to offline
(ΔR � 300 m and ΔH � 50 km) for SAW (A–C) and TRO (D–F) atmospheres with variable surface albedo. Daytime conditions are considered with
θsza � 30°. Vertical bars for the 10% and 20% errors are shown.
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expense of precision. The retrieval error proportionality can be
simplified to the averaging dependencies as
σ
nwv

∝ (ΔH)−0.5(ΔR)−1.5 (Ismail and Browell, 1989; Carroll et al.,
2022), which emphasizes the higher weight on vertical averaging
due to an increased SNR and per bin optical depth. In Figure 14,
three different vertical resolutions are examined with variations
along track averaging and considering the same scene as in
Figure 13. Figure 14A shows that for the highest resolution of
ΔR � 100 m and ΔH � 5 km, retrieval can be made down to the
surface with 50% error. This then reduces to <20% when the
along-track averaging is increased to ΔH � 50 km. From
Figure 14C, for the standard vertical resolution, ΔR � 300 m,
retrieval can be performed at ΔH � 5 km over ocean scenes to
provide a range of error of ~15–20% up to 2 km, which
accommodates shallow marine and nocturnal PBL processes.

4 Discussion

Uncertainty in the DIAL retrieval can arise from systematic
(correlated) and random (uncorrelated) errors. Sources of
systematic error can stem from the transmitter and receiver
subsystems, such as laser frequency uncertainty or detection non-
linearity, uncertainty in assumed atmospheric temperature and
pressure states, and absorption cross-section accuracy. The
random error discussed here is dominated by noise derived from
solar background photon counts, detector dark counts, and shot
noise. The simulation results given in Section 3 indicate that the
systematic and random error magnitude resulting from the current

space-based water vapor DIAL technology developments is within
the requirements laid out by several community reports (National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018; Teixeira
et al., 2021). The requisite instrument specifications (power aperture
product and laser spectral fidelity) needed to achieve the required
SNR and retrieval performance are being developed. Additional
future technology developments and maturation (increased laser
power and detection efficiency) will provide increased performance
to further increase science capabilities.

Table 1 and Figure 9 provide an encompassing view of the
threshold and baseline systematic error. The threshold
characteristics of the Er:YAG transmitter considered, i.e., a laser
linewidth uncertainty of <250 MHz, center frequency stability of ±
100 MHz, and a spectral purity of 99.5% give a maximum systematic
error of 2.317%, could be achieved over the 822.875–822.921-nm
wavelength range with a minor peak of 1.833% at 822.9145 nm.
Figure 9A shows a minimum error of 1.25%, providing upper and
lower bounds (the tropical atmosphere exhibited the highest
cumulative error due to the higher moisture loading). The
baseline configuration with <100 MHz, center frequency stability
of ± 5 MHz, and a spectral purity of >99.9% yield a maximum
systematic error of 1.395% over the 822.875–822.921-nm
wavelength range with a minor peak of 1.119% at 822.921 nm.
Figure 9 shows that the baseline parameters have a flat error
response to sideline tuning, <0.1%, whereas the threshold
parameters exhibit a non-linear error response and have a
change of >0.5% between the polar and tropical wavelength
operating points. Combined, the estimated systematic error for
all wavelengths of potential operation is below the baseline and

FIGURE 11
Lower troposphere-specific humidity retrieval error (sideline to offline) obtained with ΔR � 300 m, ΔH � 50 km, and A = 0.5. (A) Nighttime SAW, (B)
daytime SAW, (C) nighttime TRO, and (D) daytime TRO. The red lines indicate the location of minimized daytime surface-level error.
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threshold requirements provided by Nehrir et al. (2017) for nominal
instrument parameters.

Spectral impurity of the laser source can be a prominent
contributor to systematic errors; however, Figure 6 provides an
indication that irrespective of the selected absorption line, a
systematic error of <2% (considering spectral purity of >99.5%
and a one-way optical depth of <1.5) will be present. DIAL

retrieval sensitivity to multi-mode operation is largest when
operating on the side of the absorption line near the line peak
(Figure 7). For these conditions, the worst-case scenario of
operating on three laser longitudinal modes (fundamental and
two higher-order modes) results in a <2% error at the surface.
Figure 9 and Table 1 assume the worst-case error of multi-mode
operation to yield a peak error of 1.90% at 822.875 nm and a local
max of 1.61% at 822.921 nm, both at the surface level. High
spectral purity is evident for the Er:YAG system discussed here as
stringent spectral purity and frequency stability requirements for
methane IPDA at 1,645 nm are >99.9% and 10 MHz, respectively,
such that the water vapor requirements will inherently be met.
Additionally, by utilizing second harmonic generation to access
the 823-nm spectral band for water vapor DIAL (Burns et al.,
2021), any spectral impurity resulting from higher-order modes
at the fundamental will inherently be reduced at the frequency-
doubled output.

Doppler broadening of the backscatter spectra is of low impact
for lower-tropospheric DIAL when utilizing sideline wavelengths.
However, large aerosol gradients, such as those found in the Saharan
air layer, could require corrections tominimize retrieval error, which
can be performed using attenuated backscatter measurements
provided at the “offline” wavelength (Späth et al., 2020). The
post-correction residual error in specific humidity is assessed to
be within 1%–2% across the entire wavelength tuning range. Errors
resulting from the uncertainty in the atmospheric state inputs from
reanalysis products for the calculation of the DCS was found to
be <2% and <0.1% for temperature and pressure, respectively, which
were within the error budget. Additional systematic contributions
resulting from errors in the lidar optical system, such as
misalignment between the transmitter and receiver and detection
non-linearity between the onside and offline channels, were
estimated at a conservative constant 2%. Dedicated engineering
can readily reduce these errors to <1%.

Section 3.2 shows that random error is primarily dominated by
shot noise on the backscattered photon counts and solar background
noise. This error has strong dependence on the wavelength and the
vertical and horizontal averaging scales. The system specifications
(Table 2) (Nehrir et al., 2021) utilized here to constrain the
instrument performance represent the current state-of-the-art for

FIGURE 12
Specific humidity retrieval error from Figure 11 at the
wavelengths indicated by the red lines. (A) Arctic retrievals. (B) Tropical
retrievals. Both (A,B) show day and night for online–sideline middle
troposphere (MT), 1 km × 50 km, and sideline–offline (BL),
300 m × 50 km.

FIGURE 13
Lower troposphere-specific humidity retrieval error (sideline to offline) obtained at ΔR � 300 m and ΔH � 50 km for TRO over open ocean, A = 0.06.
(A) Nighttime retrieval; (B) daytime retrieval. The red lines indicate the location of the minimized daytime surface level error; profiles shown in (C).
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space-based DIAL employing low-energy and high PRF lasers and offer
a feasible path to space. Simulated performance over ocean under
daytime conditions, a shot noise-limited case, for different vertical and
horizontal resolutions over the ocean during daytime conditions (ΔR �
300 m and ΔR � 1,000 m for the lower and mid/upper troposphere,
respectively, and ΔH � 50 km) results in a random error of <10% near
the surface and <10% in the mid- and upper troposphere
(dependent on moisture loading). As the along-track averaging is
reduced to ΔH � 5 km, a surface-level random error of 5%–20% is
expected for ΔR � 300 m and >50% for ΔR � 100 m.

Considering an enhanced instrument configuration that
employs an Er:YAG amplifier to increase the doubled pulse
energy from 3.5 to 6 mJ at 2 kHz PRF and an increased
collection aperture diameter of 1 m, a significant increase in

daytime performance can be achieved. Figure 15 shows the
surface-level retrievals for varying vertical and horizontal
resolutions under daytime conditions over open ocean, A = 0.06,
and a bright surface, A = 0.5. For ΔR � 300 m, in Figures 14A, C a
5% retrieval error is achieved with ΔH � 25 km, with a 10-km
relative increase in along-track resolution for the same error. At this
vertical resolution, the 10% baseline error bound is reached for all
potential along-track averages >8 km. The largest benefit is observed
over high-albedo surfaces due to the relatively higher SNR afforded
by the increased power aperture. Figure 15 shows that threshold
requirements of 20% error are met for 300 m and >10 km and 200 m
and >25 km under conditions that resemble daytime cloudy regions.
Collectively, this indicates that improved instrument performance
could be met in response to science community needs if mission
requirements dictate the potential for a larger and more
accommodating satellite bus.

The systematic and random error analysis presented here shows
that a space-based DIAL with realistic performance metrics
operating at the 823-nm line can meet the measurement
requirements for high vertical resolution and accurate profiling of
water vapor in the lower–middle troposphere. The technology
currently being advanced to enable a space-based water vapor
DIAL mission will meet the threshold and baseline requirements
laid out by the PBL study team report (Teixeira et al., 2021) and the
2017 Decadal Survey (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine, 2018). In this paper, we showed that tunable
operation along the side of the 823-nm absorption line allows for
the optimization of the lower-tropospheric water vapor retrievals across
different meteorological regimes and latitudes and provides the
operational flexibility needed to dynamically optimize random errors
and trade precision for the spatial resolution to accommodate different
scientific applications. We show that specific humidity measurements
with a <10% error can be achieved at 200 m by 50-km and <5% at
300 m by 50-km vertical and along-track resolutions under daytime
conditions over open ocean. Combined, the total error budget
demonstrated here indicates high impact for space-based DIAL with
technologies being advanced for space missions within the
next 5–10 years.

FIGURE 14
Profiles of random error in the specific humidity retrieval (sideline to offline) obtained at fixed vertical resolutions and varying along track integration
for TRO over open ocean; A = 0.06 under daytime conditions. (A) ΔR � 100 m, (B) ΔR � 200 m, and (C) ΔR � 300 m.

FIGURE 15
Specific humidity error at the surface for different vertical
averaging for the TRO atmosphere with enhanced instrument
performance by increasing the pulsed energy from 3.5 to 6 mJ at
2 kHz and an increasing collection aperture from 0.8 to 1 m.
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